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Smart7000 ATM Kiosk is developed for

sectors requiring payment systems.

Smart7000 can perform payment collection

and change return functions and can be

used for transactionas such as money

deposit, minute purchasing and ticket and

card issuing with its credit card payment

system, banknote and coin acceptance

mechanism and change mechanism. The

touch-screen allows online transactions.

Smart7000 series terminals are completely

water and dust-resistant and support IP64

standards. The terminals can be used both

in indoor and outdoor environments. With

its front opening cover, Smart7000

facilitates maintenance services and

provides a high level of security with its

solid and enduring structure. The back-

lighted board can be used to place brands

and logos.

SmartKiosk self-service payment system terminals provide solutions for automatic transactionas in various

fields such as banking, self-service fuel-oil purchase, parking systems, ticket sales and invoice and bill

payment which require payments by banknotes, coin and credit cards.
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- Lighted board
- Front opening cover
- Coin entry
- Touch screen
- Credit card entry

- Cover opening handle and lock
- Thermal printer output
- Coin change slot
- Card loading entry
-
- Banknote entry
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Standard Hardware:

- EMV compatible credit card payment system

- Banknote acceptance mechanism

- Coin acceptance mechanism

- Coin change mechanism

- Hybrid Card Reader (magnetic & smart)

- RFID and Proximity  Card Reader

- Thermal Printer (60 mm, 80mm)

Optional Hardware:

- Solid metal structure made from 2 mm DKB sheet

- Galvanized coating under the paint against oxidation

- Polyester paint resistant to outdoor conditions

- 15" TFT, Infrared Touch-screen

- Cabin cooler fan with dust filter

- Lockable cover with front opening

- Via 1GHZ CPU

- 512 MB RAM (ops. 1Gb)

- 60 GB 2,5” HDD

- On board 64 MB VGA

- On board 10/100 Ethernet

Height  : 180 cm

Width   : 74,5 cm

Depth   : 45 cm

Weight : 105 kg

Management and Payment System Software Package:

Kiosk management and payment system software package

responds to interface and management software

requirements of your projects, establishes the required

hardware communication with kiosk peripherals; the

configuration can be changed and managed according to

project specifications. The Integrated Cash Payment

System allows cash acceptance through the kiosk payment

system. Bank integration is provided thorough the credit

card authorization system. Provides kiosk security and

automatic maintenance and fulfills the touch screen

requirement with a virtual on-screen keyboard.


